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using azure cosmos db with asp net core and angular - this article provides an idea to design an application around
azure cosmos db the application uses documentdb apis consumed in asp net core web apis and an angular 4 client,
amazon com imar spaanjaars books biography blog - visit amazon com s imar spaanjaars page and shop for all imar
spaanjaars books check out pictures bibliography and biography of imar spaanjaars, asp net mvc 5 using angular 2 with
typescript in visual - asp net mvc 5 is widely used web development framework it s stable matured and most importantly
its is used in production on large scale many folks had requested me to write how to wire up angular 2 in mvc 5, udemy
website all courses dhhc net - udemy website all courses udemy coupon online classes udemy coupon code udemy
online courses 100 off udemy courses, 10 good practices for asp net mvc apps code mag - when you open up visual
studio 2013 with the intent of building a new asp net mvc 5 project you find only one option an asp net web application, the
complete asp net mvc 5 course udemy - learn to build fast and secure web applications with asp net mvc 5 the most
popular course with 40 000 students, preventing cross site request forgery xsrf csrf attacks - csrf attacks are possible
against web sites that use cookies for authentication because browsers send all relevant cookies to the destination web site
however csrf attacks are not limited to exploiting cookies for example basic and digest authentication are also vulnerable
after a user logs in with basic or digest authentication the browser automatically sends the credentials until the, ideas o
reilly media - the parallel future of the browser lin clark explains what browser vendors need to do over the next few years
to ensure their browsers and the web itself meet upcoming demands, asp net mvc practical hands on lab tutorial free
from the - as part of the asp net mvc web development course at the software university i developed a practical mvc hand
on lab tutorial that gives rich experience in building data driven web applications with asp net mvc asp net mvc 5 sql server c
visual studio entity framework code first ajax jquery bootstrap and other modern technologies and tools, rachel appel about
software development mostly - the internet is an important and mandatory part of modern life including the 285 people
million worldwide who have some form of visual impairment 1 4 billion web users worldwide have accessible needs however
those with visual impairments are often unable to use much of the internet as many sites demand that lack features
necessary for low or no vision users, asp net mvc 5 authentication filters dotnetcurry - explore the new
iauthenticationfilter in asp net mvc 5 which allows you to customize authentication also learn about the customauthentication
attribute and how you can use to change the current principal and redirect un authenticated user to a login page, newest
asp net mvc questions stack overflow - the asp net mvc framework is an open source web application framework and
tooling that implements a version of the model view controller mvc pattern tailored towards web applications and built upon
an asp net technology foundation, what s new in asp net and web development in visual studio - what s new in asp net
and web development in visual studio 2012 02 18 2013 33 minutes to read contributors in this article by web camps team
the new version of visual studio introduces a number of enhancements focused on improving the experience and
performance when working with web technologies, announcing asp net core 1 0 asp net blog - the first version of asp net
1 0 came out almost 14 years ago since then many developers have used it to build and run great web applications and
over the years we have added and evolved many many capabilities to it today we are excited to announce the release of
asp net core 1 0 this new, asp net interview question and answer for 2 or 3 years - asp net interview question and
answer for 2 or 3 years experience pankaj tiwari dotnet brother, introducing net standard net blog - as you can see it s
quite clear that the vast majority of class libraries on nuget are targeting net framework however we know that a large
number of these libraries are only using apis we ll expose in net standard 2 0
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